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Lindane Solubility

Lindane solubility = 7.3 mg/L

Lindane MCL = 0.0002 mg/L

36,500-fold

difference!!



Huge range aq. Solubilities!



Mole fraction of organic liquids that are 
saturated with water: xo

i,L



Aqueous Activity Coefficients



Thermodynamics of Dissolution

Reactions occur because they are 

energetically favorable  they 

proceed from HIGH to LOW energy

if  ΔGsol < 0, the rxn is spontaneous

HIGH

energy

LOW energy
When water is “saturated” 

system is at EQ 

ΔG = 0



Thermodynamics of Dissolving Benzene

HIGH

energy

LOW energy

μL

Benzene in 

benzene (L)

μw
Benzene in 

water

ΔGs
= μw - μL



Huge range in solubility & activity 
coefficient
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Molecular View & Enthalpy
o:o + w:w  w:o:w

Ideal Mixing

ΔH1+ ΔH2= -ΔH3

So…

∑ΔH1,2,3=ΔHE
diss = 0

+ +

-
Nonideal “excess”

∑ΔHE
1,2,3,4=ΔHE

diss = > 0

|ΔH1+ ΔH2|> |ΔH3 +ΔH4|

-

Cavity

filling

“Ice” 

formation

ΔHE
diss > 0 (nonpolars)

net loss of  Hbonds in exchange 

for weaker intermolecular forces



Forming a cavity requires “breaking” 
water’s Hbonds

bulk water

cavity-lining water
cavity



Molecular View & Enthalpy
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Positive Excess ΔH
limits solubility

Due to net loss of  water’s H-

bonds in exchange for weaker 

forces of  attraction

Magnitude is 

•Related to solute (& hence, 

cavity) size

•Solute Polarity/polarizability



Molecular View & Entropy
o:o + w:w  w:o:w

Non-Ideal “excess”

∑ΔSE
1,2,3,4 < 0

ΔSmixing>0

Mixing increases chaos!

Chaos is good for 

spontaneity!!

Cavity

Filling 

“Ice” 

formation

Solute trapping in 

“ice” cavity limits 

solubility!



Negative Excess ΔS
limits solubility

Due to net loss of  solute’s 

disorder/chaos/freedom

Magnitude is related to solute’s 

“initial” freedom in its own 

pure phase 

…. not size alone

C#-alcohol (OH) -TΔSE (kJ/mol)

C1-OH 8.7

C2-OH 13.1

C3-OH 15.1

C4-OH 19.3

C6-OH 20.3

C8-OH 22.6

C12-OH 27.3



Negative Excess Entropy
limits solubility

Due to net loss of  solute’s 

disorder/chaos/freedom

Magnitude is related to
•solute’s “initial” freedom in its own 

pure phase

•Shape/flexibility (rings have less 

freedom; longer chains have 

more freedom

Entropy data (Table 

5.4) for same PAHs 
-TΔSE

C6 C16



Qualitative Solubility

Highly polar groups

-COO- (ester)

-O- (ether)

Polar groups

-OH (alcohol, “phenol” if  its attached to benzene)

-COOH (carboxylic acid)

-NH2 (amine)

Weakly polar: C-Cl, C-Br, C-H



γ Estimations vs Experiment

n=266



Activity coefficient estimation
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v.p. & LDF

piL = given or estimated

nD = refractive index 

(polarizability, Table 3.1)

Dipolarity & 

polarizability

π = “pi term” 

(Table 5.5)

HDA interactions

H-donor (α) & H-

acceptor (β) terms 

(Table 4.3)

Volume term

estimated



for liquids (& subcooled liquids)

for solids, 

where

Solubility and Activity Coefficient Eqns.
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These equations tell us that all we need in order to 

estimate Cw
sat is an estimate/knowledge of  

γiw
sat, τ, σ, and Tm



T-Solubility relationships



“Salting out”


